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'option to add to template' when you change the links of a template Iam: How many servers do you have in your house? Iam: If this is just for the wife, why
not just use her laptop? Iam: or How big is the house? 1.5 GHz Intel Atom, 1 GB RAM, 2.4 GB SSD !ot #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support channel, for all

Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics (though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! 3.1 Iam: How many
Windows OS' have you on her laptop? NONE only ubuntu Ok. How many Linux distros do you have installed on that laptop? (We will consider Windows a
Linux distro) She has ubuntu on her laptop and I have ubuntu on mine. but that's it "she" Yep so So, do you want to run Adobe's Acrobat X1 on your wife's

laptop? I want to run a copy of Adobe's Acrobat XI on her laptop and if it will support me I want to use my own flash drive to run it in offline mode or
something The last time I did any Linux was in the mid 1990's. I'm not good at Linux stuff anymore. Iam: There is a book I will recommend to you. It is

called "Linux in a Nutshell". It is old, but covers pretty much all the basics. If you have the time, I recommend that you learn it and it will be worth it. thank
you, that's a good idea, if she's good at Linux I'll do it for her too Iam: You are going to need to learn Linux anyway. Iam: I didn't say that she was good at it,

I just said I was not good at it anymore. !info postinstall post
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